CLAT 2017 MOCK
SERIES
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OPUS offers mock test series for aspiring candidates and
believes in the multiple benefits every student derives
from mock tests. If you are in the fray, CLAT 2017 Mock
series is something indispensable to take you closer to
your goal. Trust OPUS and its CLAT 2017 Mock Series to
help you overcome many difficulties in the way.
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1. CLAT 2017 MOCK SERIES MATTERS
Opt for CLAT 2017 Mock Series and find out the areas where errors abound, where
most candidates go wrong. Every mock test is an opportunity to fix the problem area
and once you have exposed yourself to an elaborate series of mock tests for every
section, you know how to tackle it with some experience.
It gives you what a good preparation does not give you and the experience of taking
the mock test under exam-like conditions before the CLAT 2017 is one way of tackling
your fears and apprehensions, to find out where exactly you stand, the grey areas you
still have, and the strengths that can be further strengthened.
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2. The Winning Edge
Remember, mock test series offer an amazingly wide variety of questions. Besides, it
helps in improving speed as well as accuracy. Analysis becomes mandatory after every
test; it is the cornerstone. Mock test loses its edge if there is no analysis. Increasing the
number of mock tests gradually is one steady way of acquiring greater confidence.
OPUS has noticed that CLAT cut-off level is increasing every year. This makes it fiercely
competitive. It establishes the fact that speed and accuracy are equally important. OPUS
warns candidates that it is useless to appear for CLAT 2017 without getting a sufficient
exposure to the actual exam like Simulation papers or Mock Test Series. It is one key
area that cannot be left out of the preparation schedule.
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3. Choose Right
Choosing the right mock test becomes important because it is not possible to practice
mock tests prepared by each and every institute. A mock test should not generate false
confidence in candidates as it is not going to help at all.
The best mock test series brings out the best in you and it does not comfort you with the
thought that your preparation is already perfect. At the same time through various levels of
difficulty handled in these mock tests, it teaches you to stay confident that you are slightly
better off than others who are not able to crack it successfully yet.
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4. OPUS Mock Test Series for CLAT 2017
Developed by the team of experts, the comprehensive preparation program comprises
most well-researched questions based on the CLAT pattern of previous years. It offers a
detailed analysis by mentors. Comparative analysis of each live mock test and online
mock test along with feedback is another major advantage.
OPUS CLAT mock series are ranked as some of the toughest mock tests in the industry
and the entire curriculum not only helps you understand where you stand in your
preparation but also build on all the concepts that are tested for the CLAT. The OPUS
CLAT mock series cover every aspect of the test keeping the latest trends in CLAT in
mind. Each mock is designed on the CLAT model and has all the analytics you need to
assess your performance.
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5. Key Features
 Complete access to Online Suite which consists of test resources, GK supplements,
past years’ papers and OPUS updates
 10000 + online questions (assorted as topic wise tests) with analytics and
explanatory answers in a test format


12 Online CLAT full length mocks with analytics and explanatory answers



8 Paper-based mocks



Access to our mentors over mail



Conversion to OPUS classroom courses at a discount
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OPUS wishes all candidates big success in CLAT 2017 and
those who feel nervous should avail of our Mock Test series
for CLAT 2017 and brace up for the competitive test ahead.
Make proper use of the time available and decide right before
it is too late
BUY NOW >> BEST CLAT MOCK SERIES
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Best of luck!
OPUS
+91 988 335 5550
+91 (033) 4003 4556

4A Elgin Road,
Kolkata - 700026
(Sony Centre / Next to Bhawanipur
College) 2nd Floor / Kolkata – West
Bengal, India.
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THANK YOU

